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ABSTRACT 
This paper explores the concept of inside-outside architectural space through design 
projects, and reflects on three arguments that can be mounted for the aesthetic 
significance of this spatial figure in contemporary sub-tropical architecture. Gaston 
Bachelard’s oneiric spaces were to be found in the cellars and garrets of the European 
house of memory. The most memorable spaces in the Queensland house, however, 
are under the stumps or on the veranda - spaces that are both inside and outside. 
Verandas, decks and outdoor rooms are a commonplace of subtropical design and one 
argument for their aesthetic significance can be built on personal and cultural memory. 
Grant Hildebrand’s application of the concept of prospect and refuge provides an 
ethological explanation for the emotional resonance of ambiguous spaces. Hildebrand 
argues that evolutionary psychology favours spaces that allow both retreat and 
surveillance and proffers choreography within this dimension of spatial experience as a 
key aesthetic technique. Colin St. John Wilson suggests that spaces that can 
simultaneously be perceived as both external and internal can trigger moving aesthetic 
responses. The experience of ambiguous envelopment and exposure is linked to the 
phase in developmental psychology when awareness of the independent self is first 
distinguished from the sensation of oneness with the mother.  Some constructed 
experiences simultaneously without and within architectural space can be claimed to 
be similarly transcendent. Spatial designs drawing on these three theories are 
demonstrated in three projects by the author: a landscape folly, a built house and a 
major gallery proposal. It is argued that the ambiguously enclosed spaces of these 
designs have significance beyond the sensual appeal of the fluid indoor/outdoor 
lifestyle in the sub-tropical climate. Rather than acting as an intermediary buffer 
between inner rooms and the exterior, the inside-outside spaces here are claimed to 
comprise a fundamental locus of architectural experience. 




A current interest in South-East Queensland architecture is the design of space that 
defies clear description as either external or internal but may best be described as a 
third type of space: inside-outside space. The benign sub-tropical climate encourages 
this spatially ambiguous approach to architecture.  In summer, buildings need to 
provide only deep shade and penetration of cooling breezes, while in winter, protection 
from cool winds and deep access of winter sunlight is desired. For the remaining half of 
the year the ambient conditions comprise ‘a climate so mild that almost any shelter will 
suffice’1. The consequence of these conditions is a living pattern that favours cooking, 
eating, entertaining, relaxing and bathing in the transitional spaces between house and 
garden. The garden room, court, gazebo, deck, balcony, patio, terrace, sleep-out or 
veranda has long been the site of sub-tropical living. Beyond a simple preference for 
inside-outside spaces based on lifestyle patterns or climatic comfort, however, there is 
a growing argument for an aesthetic affinity for these ambiguous spaces that transcend 
the conventional dualistic architectural amalgam of internal space and external form. 
One argument is based on cultural memory. The oneiric spaces of Gaston 
Bachelard’s house of memory2 were found in the enclosed cellars and garrets of the 
European house. In Queensland, where houses have neither basements nor 
accessible attics, the most potent spaces in the house of memory are to be found 
‘under the stumps’ or ‘on the veranda’, spaces that can be claimed as both inside and 
out. David Malouf’s writing, chronicling childhood inhabitation of these ambiguous 
zones of the timber house,3 resonate deeply with those whose exploratory childhood 
years were spent under and around the elevated timber house.  The memory of this 
archetypal timber house is evoked by many contemporary Queensland architects who 
use lattice and battens, louvres and posts in a literal attempt to evoke their ancestral 
playgrounds. Too often, however, the iconic elements are in place but the 
phenomenological spaces are rendered antiseptic by demands for secure enclosure. 
Colin St. John Wilson gives a second and broader argument for the 
existential power of ambiguous inside-outside spaces in his essay ‘The Natural 
Imagination’4. Wilson suggests that spaces that can simultaneously be perceived as 
both external and internal may trigger a deeply moving aesthetic response. Drawing on 
the writings of Adrian Stokes5, Wilson links the experience of ambiguous envelopment 
and exposure to the phase in developmental psychology when the child’s awareness of 
the independent self is first distinguished from the ‘oceanic’ sensation of oneness with 
the mother, a profound phase in the developing ego. It can be argued that in the most 
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powerfully moving psychological states, in the ecstasy of lovemaking, in transcendent 
religious experience, and in moments of heightened aesthetic affect, the boundaries of 
the self and the other become blurred and indistinct. Wilson argues that some 
constructed experiences that occur simultaneously without and within architectural 
space can be similarly transcendent, citing the example of the portico of Schinkel’s 
Altes Museum, where there is simultaneous experience of exteriority and interiority.6 
A third argument for a universal preference for ambiguous spaces is based 
on evolutionary psychology. Grant Hildebrand 7argues for an architectural application 
of Jay Appleton’s concept of prospect and refuge8 as key aspects of landscape 
preference, based on a behavioural preference for the edge of a clearing, from which 
an animal can see but not be seen. In this setting our ancestors could survey the 
terrain for predators or prey and can move easily into the open landscape or retreat at 
will. Appleton notes the survival of this ethological preference in aesthetic preference 
for landscape scenes that contain a balance of prospect and refuge. Hildebrand uses  
prospect and refuge analysis to examine the spatial designs of Frank Lloyd Wright, and 
builds complementary arguments for hazard and mystery (the innate desire to explore 
unknown territory whilst being alert to its dangers) and complexity and order (the 
survival benefits of quickly recognising familiar patterns whilst discerning subtle points 
of variance) in his subsequent study The Origins of Architectural Pleasure.9 Hildebrand 
argues that evolutionary psychology favours spaces allowing both retreat and 
surveillance and proffers choreography within this dimension of spatial experience as a 
key technique in the architectural construction of aesthetic pleasure. Although we no 
longer need to protect ourselves from predators or hide to entrap prey, the edge 
conditions of our buildings enable us to selectively participate in the larger world. The 
inside-outside space enables us to choose whether to engage in the life of the street or 
to retreat into privacy. David Malouf chronicles the role of the veranda in facilitating 
casual interaction while preserving the intimacy of the house proper.10 The balance 
between social and private space afforded by the inside-outside zone of the building is, 
of course, not unique to Queensland, but is a commonplace of warm-climate societies. 
Inside-outside ambiguity raises some interesting questions. How much 
enclosure constitutes interior space? At what point is a space rendered external? Can 
a stable perceptual balance be achieved between such seemingly exclusive notions as 
interiority and exteriority? Or is it the conceptual instability of this ambiguous condition 
that lends it aesthetic power? This paper reflects on three projects by the author that 
pursue notions of inside-outside space through design exploration. The first is a 
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completed house, consciously designed to embody the inside-outside spatial construct 
The second project attempts to apply similar techniques at the scale of a major civic 
building, and is an unplaced entry in the design competition for Queensland’s Gallery 
of Modern Art. The third project is a landscape folly, a structure ostensibly sited in a 
park as a place for reading, which allows investigation of the geometry of enclosure. 
THE HOUSE 
The house is a project by the author and architect Elizabeth Watson-Brown11 that 
sought to apply Hildebrand’s ideas from The Wright Space (Fig 1). The movement 
sequence utilises bridges and falls, low branches, stairs and ladders, high and low 
ceilings, and darkness and light to entice movement embodying hazard and mystery. 
Fig 1.Skinner + Watson-Brown: St Lucia House, 1997-98. Entry. (Photo: John Gollings) 
Fig 2. Skinner + Watson-Brown: St Lucia House. Living space. (Photo: John Gollings) 
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The building has complex spatial interlocking within a seemingly simple orthogonal 
plan (Fig 2). It is detailed plainly in counterpoint to the visual intricacy of the adjacent 
gnarled Poinciana tree as the visual interplay of shadows and reflections on the 
building fabric is seen to provide complexity and order.  
In the terms of this paper, however, the key Hildebrand dimension that is 
explored is prospect and refuge. The house has a double height glazed wall to the 
northern garden and street, affording abundant and self-evident prospect. The 
achievement of a compensating degree of refuge is less immediately apparent, but 
results from semi-encircling spaces to east and west that spatially contain the living 
area and a defensible low-ceilinged retreat zone at the back of the space. In daily life, 
the lowest fixed pane of the operable window wall is fitted with a translucent screen at 
that affords surveillance of the street while standing and anonymity when seated. 
Fig 3. Skinner + Watson-Brown: St Lucia House. Kitchen deck. (Photo: John Gollings) 
Functionally, the northern elevation is designed to maximise openness. 
Fifty percent of the window wall remains open for half of the year. Interlocking sliding 
doors dissolve the corner of the room to open the operational kitchen onto the semi-
roofed and canvas-sided deck (Fig 3). Moving from the balcony to the kitchen there are 
five incremental thresholds of increasing spatial enclosure, blurring the distinction 
between exteriority and interiority. Ambiguity of enclosure is further pursued with the 
bedroom balcony that can be opened or closed, and is half inside and half outside (Fig 
4). In a climate where the natural desire is to live and sleep outside, under the stars 
and enveloped by breezes, this dissolution of architectural enclosure is innately 
sensual. 




Fig 4. Skinner + Watson-Brown: St Lucia House. Bed balcony. (Photo: John Gollings) 
The transparency of glass sometimes leads designers to believe that it is a 
material that dissolves spatial enclosure, but in a warm humid climate the hard 
reflective surface is all too apparent as a barrier between the body and the breeze. 
Reflectivity does, however, enhance visual connectivity of inside and out, if, as in this 
house, there is external foreground detail to be reflected beyond the glass surface. By 
day, the reflected greenery is virtually deep within the room, by night reflections double 
the size of the internal volume to encircle the tree. The half open wall comprising both 
virtual and real openness further blurs the ambiguous boundary (Fig 5). 
 
Fig 5. Skinner + Watson-Brown: St Lucia House. Window wall. (Photo: John Gollings) 
The architecture does not stop at the plane of the window. From inside, 
internal walls and ceilings extend out to the habitable balconies and eaves beyond. No 
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leap of fancy is needed to conceive oneself as simultaneously occupying an internal 
volume while also animating the external form. This intellectual conception of engaging 
in the larger world while securely housed in the building’s interior is a conscious 
attempt to make manifest Wilson’s transcendent simultaneity of envelopment and 
exposure. In this house, ambiguous openness is enriched by the symbolic meanings 
that can be ascribed to the view inside or out. Inside/outside can be read as 
house/garden, architecture/landscape, art/nature, family/city, or individual/world 
depending on one’s philosophical musings. The fact that the relationship between 
these entities is one of connectivity and continuity rather than dualistic opposition is a 
source of considerable psychological solace. 
THE CIVIC BUILDING 
Within a domestic project, particularly one’s own house, it is relatively easy to pursue 
subtle and possibly personal nuances of meaning. To do the same in a public building 
is more challenging but perhaps more rewarding. The 2001 competition for the design 
of Queensland’s Gallery of Modern Art12 provided the vehicle for a civic exploration of 
inside-outside space. 
Fig 6. Peter Skinner. GOMA Project, 2001. Site and Upper Plans. 
The gallery plan is a distinctive isosceles triangle acting as a wedge 
between the populist landscape of the Southbank precinct and a reconstituted 
wilderness on Kurilpa Point (Fig 6). It responds to the tripartite brief by articulating an 
extended circulation route around the periphery of the space and punctures the 
sanctity of the river edge with its cantilevered apex. 
Fig 7. Peter Skinner. GOMA Project, 2001. Park Elevation. 
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As a gallery it has functional constraints prescribing air-conditioning, and 
proscribing direct daylight. The complex was to be the locus of contemporary art in 
Queensland at a time when state and local governments were championing the 
specificities of the sub-tropical region. Fundamental attributes of place are present on 
the north-western face of the site: historical and current aboriginal inhabitation, an 
immense Moreton Bay Fig that possibly predates European settlement, the meanders 
of the Brisbane River, the distant mountains and the clear strong sunlight of the region 
(Fig 7). Construction of an internalised gallery in this context seemed contrary to these 
basic qualities of place.  
Fig 8. Peter Skinner. GOMA Project, 2001. East-West Section. 
The scheme proposes a major indoor-outdoor space, the 11 metre high 
‘Grander Veranda’ for the exhibition of outdoor installations, overlooking the tree and 
river park (Fig 8). This space shelters a deep Loose Gallery for temporary exhibitions. 
At the level above, smaller enclosed Ordered Galleries are accessed from a walkway 
bathed in winter sunlight and shadow. At the top-lit Sky Gallery, again a low distant 
slice of view to the landscape provides a local orientation point amid the changing 
display. The north-western façade is screened by a fine brise-soleil that excludes direct 
sunlight from the display areas. This screen allows perpendicular views to the tree, 
bridge and mountains while cropping oblique and longitudinal views. Thus the external 
view travels alongside the visitor as they walk the length of the gallery without intruding 
on the appreciation of art (Fig 9). 
Fig 9. Peter Skinner. GOMA Project, 2001. Internal Perspective. 
Although schematic, this project does serve as a useful vehicle to reflect on 
questions pertinent to public architecture in our region. If the inside-outside veranda is 
such a powerful figure in our domestic architecture, what role can it have in the civic 
realm? How can contemporary construction function not just as a defensive skin but 
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also as a filter admitting the best of our surroundings? While form generally is 
conceived relative to its immediate setting, interiority is by its nature placeless; perhaps 
however inside-outside architectural spaces may allow us to link our civic spaces to the 
context in which they are found. 
THE FOLLY 
The third design investigation of inside/outside space is even more exploratory and 
speculative in nature. The project arose from a project set by Prof. Mark Burry13 that 
explored interests in parametric form and the telescoping perspectives of M.C. 
Escher’s ‘The Printshop’14 in the design of a small park structure to house the act of 
reading.  
The exercise led to consideration of the geometric limits of enclosure of 
inside-outside space. In the house and the gallery the principal volumes are 
rectangular. One long side is open and suggests an equivalent external volume. This 
balance of 50% internal and 50% external was then blurred by diffusion and reflection 
on the boundary and heightened by the inclusion of a substantial landscape figure 
within the implied external volume. Freed of constraints for weather-tightness, the 
reading room project enables examination of the minimum geometry that denotes 
enclosure. 
Fig 10. Peter Skinner. Reading Room Project, 2003. Model 40x30cm. (Photo:author) 
Escher’s mathematical geometries prompted consideration of the möbius 
strip as a boundary of space (Fig 10). Although the möbius strip topologically has no 
internal or external surface, but is a continuously twisting loop, spatially it can be seen 
to define a contained volume and, if appropriately scaled, can be experienced as semi-
enclosed space. The proposal is for a broad möbius band, twisted into a five-metre 
diameter loop. The structure can thus be inhabited, although sense of enclosure is 
elusive as the surface twists continuously from external to internal faces. The structure, 
like the gallery brise-soleil, is constructed of blades perpendicular to the surface. These 
blades appear edge-on and visually minimal in places before twisting perpendicular to 
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the line of sight and closing down the view. The 50/50 inside-outside space is thus 
enclosed by a 50/50 internal-external surface that would read as 50/50 open and 
closed. Shifting sunlight and shadow further enhances ambiguity of enclosure (Fig 11).  
 
Fig 11. Peter Skinner. Reading Room Project. Visual Openness. (Photo:author) 
Minor changes to the möbius geometry leads to significant formal variation. It is not 
intended that exploration of this geometry will lead to architectural application beyond 
that of the folly. The experiment does however have a certain elegance as it suggests 
a limit state at which concave form becomes internal space and convex volume 
becomes external space. 
REFLECTION 
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the viability of the idea of ambiguous 
indoor/outdoor space as a focal concern and generator of architectural design. Unlike 
the rules of language that place notions of interiority and exteriority in structural 
opposition, within the spatial logic of architecture it is possible for one to merge 
seamlessly into the other, and, it is argued here, for them to coexist simultaneously.  
Such a seeming contradiction cannot be explained easily in writing, but in architecture, 
as in poetry, the oxymoron is a powerful aesthetic device. The design explorations in 
this paper represent just a few preliminary sallies into the difficult but potentially very 
exciting realm of a third architectural space. 
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